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Ellen Schrecker, Schrecker, Ellen W Schrecker. Incorporating important recent scholarship, this popular supplement combines a comprehensive essay on the history of McCarthyism with compelling documents that trace the course of anti-Communist furor in the U.S. The volume’s 95-page essay follows the campaign against domestic subversion from its origins in the 1930s through its escalation in the 1940s to its decline in the 1950s. The second part includes over 47 original documents (including 6 new sources) — congressional transcripts, FBI reports, speeches, and letters — that chronicle the anti-

Labor unions were dealt a huge blow as they became targets of McCarthyism (Whitaker and Hewitt 2003), which strengthened the capitalist cause. Corporations wielded significant power in the Cold War due to their economic resources and their assumed role (sometimes voluntarily, sometimes coerced) of punishing alleged communists through employment termination and career blacklisting (Schrecker 1994).
The Age of McCarthyism book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Incorporating important recent scholarship, this popular supplement combines a comprehensive essay on the history of McCarthyism with compelling documents that trace the course of anti-Communist furor in the U.S. The volume’s 95-page essay follows the campaign against domestic subversion from its origins in the 1930s through its escalation in the 1940s to its decline in the 1950s. The second part includes over 47 original documents (including 6 new sources) that chronicle the anti-Communist crusade. The Age of McCarthyism: A Brief History with Documents. Boston: St. Martin's Press, 1994. Halberstam, David. Identity Charts are used frequently in Facing History classrooms as a way for students to make concrete and visual the different influences that shape their life or someone else's. Ask students to make a chart for Emmett Till up until his death. Based upon the information they read on the PBS website, they can do one for African American teenagers in general who were growing up at the same time as Till in Chicago. The charts can be done on paper and hung on the wall or on computers. Once the charts are completed students can compare and discuss what they created. The documents are well chosen, the commentary is usually helpful, and the book should appeal to students. As a textbook it is wellconceived, and the material lends itself nicely to being spread out over class sessions through a typical semester. Particularly valuable are the detailed materials on causes célèbres like the Hiss-Chambers case, the Rosenberg affair, and the Smith Act trials, all of which give students a good feel for the problems involved in handling parti pris documents. So where does McCarthyism come into all of this? By 1950, after the anti-Communist movement had accomplished most of its objectives, Senator Joseph McCarthy entered the fray.
McCarthyism refers to the mid-20th-century attempts by Sen. Joseph McCarthy to expose supposed communist infiltration of the United States government. McCarthyism, name given to the period of time in American history that saw Wisconsin Sen. Joseph McCarthy produce a series of investigations and hearings during the 1950s in an effort to expose supposed communist infiltration of various areas of the U.S. government. The term has since become a byname for defamation of character or reputation by means of widely publicized indiscriminate allegations, especially on the basis of unsubstantiated charges. McCarthy, Joseph; Red Scare U.S. Senator Joseph McCarthy (covering microphones) during an investigation into communist infiltration of the government. Interpreting McCarthyism: a bibliographical essay. The Legacy of McCarthyism. 50s Home | Reading List | News | Fileseis Home. Document URL: http://www.writing.upenn.edu/~afilreis/50s/schrecker-age.html Last modified: Thursday, 31-May-2007 09:41:48 EDT. The period labelled "McCarthyism" (and McCarthy was the tip of the iceberg, or summit of the dunghill?) functioned as a way of narrowing the limits of Political debate, disrupting Trade Unions who would often find themselves coming under the purview of one or other of the Inquisitorial Committees when involved in industrial disputes, curtailing the political side of civil society and creating a. The American Women's Movement, 1945-2000: A Brief History with Documents (The Bedford Series in History and Culture). Nancy MacLean. Paperback.